Advanced Pad Printing Ink Technology:
One Ink for All Substrates
M

any factors can influence the end result
of the pad printing process, and like tires
on a car, the ink is often the most overlooked
component. When a customer examines a logo
on a pen, golf ball, baseball, hockey puck or
stainless steel coffee mug, they are not asking
themselves how that logo got onto the product.
What they are looking for is cosmetic appeal
and durability. It is with this thought that we
look at just ink.
Ink use has been viewed as a sort of black art in
the past, with pad print operators adding thinners
and additives by feel or look, thus creating many
of their own problems. Fortunately, ink
technology has come a long way.
(see fig. 1 for the Thinner Mixing Guide.)
SUBSTRATE KNOWLEDGE
How many of us can easily tell the difference
between the many different types of engineered
plastics? This is the dilemma facing pad printers
and it becomes even more difficult as new
engineered plastics enter the market. An error in
choosing the wrong ink could result in not only
the cost and headache of reprinting the job but
may also include replacing the product which
can be tens or hundreds of times the value of the
printing itself, or in the worst case scenario lose
you a valuable customer.

FIGURE 1 - THINNER MIXING GUIDE

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY:
ONE INK FOR ALL SUBSTRATES
Ten years ago, Pentex realized the challenges
pad printers faced in respect to the growing
number of substrates they were asked to imprint,
and challenged its chemists to develop one ink
to print on all substrates. As a result, InkFlexx
was born. With the successful development of
one ink to print on all substrates, InkFlexx has
become the dominant pad printing ink of choice
in the Canadian market place.
INKFLEXX PREMIUM INKS FORMULATED FOR
PAD PRINTING
Extensive research and development has
brought forth this premium line of pad printing
inks which doubles as a superior screen printing
ink when high quality detail printing and opacity
are required. It may be used as received or the
pigmentation may be reduced with extenders to
produce equally excellent results.
HIGH DEFINITION INK TRANSFER
Optimum ink transfer is achieved by means of a
sharp balance between the surface tensions of
the corresponding surfaces; Transfer Pad, Ink,
Cliché and the substrate which results in a high
definition print (including Four Color Process).

HIGH OPACITY COLORS
The high opacity of the ink allows printing of
high relief surfaces and printing of light colors
on dark substrates with a single hit.
QUICK DRYING
The quick drying properties allow high speed
printing of multiple colors while still maintaining
high gloss characteristics.
WEAR RESISTANCE
The very good mechanical and chemical
resistance exhibited by the basic ink may be
enhanced by means of the available MP2000
series additives.
INKFLEXX COLOR MATCHING SYSTEM
A wide range of colors are designed to be used
as is or as mixing colors to achieve compatibility
with various color systems including the
Pantone® colour system.
INKFLEXX MATERIAL APPLICATION GUIDE
Very good adhesion to a wide variety of
materials: ABS, Acrylic, PBT, PET, PET G,
Polyamides, Polycarbonates, Thermo-rigid
Polyester, Rigid and Flexible PVC, SAN, Glass,
Stainless Steel, Aluminums, Chrome Plate, Iron,
Coated and Galvanized surfaces.
(see fig. 2 for the InkFlexx Application Guide.)

EXAMPLES OF INKFLEXX’S ONE INK TECHNOLOGY

COLOR RANGE
InkFlexx is comprised of a wide range of basic
colors and a series of complimentary additives
which allow the solving of certain special
requirements according to the nature of the
substrate or the print job demands. The same ink
may be used in two alternative ways reducing
the necessary inventory.
(1) As a single component ink
(2) As a two component ink
These two alternatives allow for a wide range of
applications, with related features as follows:
SINGLE COMPONENT INK
Dries through solvent evaporation. The "Tack
Free" period with hot air circulation at 50/60°C
(122/140°F) ranges from 20 to 45 seconds for a
pad printing job. These values may vary
according to the ink deposit thickness.
Resistance testing may be done after 48 hours.
TWO COMPONENT INK
Initially dries by evaporation. The "Tack Free"
period with hot air circulation at 50/66°C
(122/151°F) ranges from 30 to 60 seconds for a
pad printing job. Final curing is achieved by a
progressive chemical reaction and maximum
resistance is reached after 7 days at room
temperature not lower than 16°C (61°F). This
period may be reduced if final drying is
accelerated in a drying cabinet at higher
temperatures (i.e. 30 minutes at 100°C (212°F)).
In all cases the initial drying time may be
reduced by increasing the temperature of hot air
circulation to a maximum of 121°C (250°F).
VISCOSITY ADJUSTMENT
There are two diluents used according to work
conditions: MP2000-101 Thinner is for common
use and MP2000-102 Liquid Retarder is used in
high temperature environments or to enhance
printing conditions for finer lines if the ink is
tending to dry on the pad before deposition. The
use of retarder as a single diluent is not
recommended and should be used jointly with
the normal thinner in the minimum quantity
required to produce the desired effect, otherwise
drying may be delayed.

ONE INK FOR ALL SUBSTRATES =
REDUCED COSTS & SIMPLICITY OF USE
InkFlexx will print on a wide variety of
substrates. Just think, with one ink, there is no
more confusion about which ink type to use for
different print jobs. Inventory costs are reduced
because it is not necessary to stock multiple ink
types. (See the InkFlexx Ink Technical Guide
for a Material Application Chart.)
EXCELLENT PRINT QUALITY =
REPEAT BUSINESS
InkFlexx's unique chemistry was formulated
specifically as a pad printing ink with high
opacity so that only one hit is required to achieve
a perfect print. In addition, production time is
saved as the operator does not have to constantly
clean the print head due to residual ink being left
on the printing pad. An excellent print equates
to happy customers and repeat business.
COMPLIMENTARY ADDITIVES = VERSATILITY
The complimentary additives maximise the
efficiency and versatility of InkFlexx Premium
Pad Printing Inks. Hardeners are used to
increase the pad printing ink's adhesion on
difficult to print substrates and high tension
surfaces, (i.e. polypropylene). Anti-wear Base
increases the wear and abrasion resistance for
substrates such as remote car door openers, keychains, computer keyboards, and golf balls
which are subjected to constant wear or unusual
punishment.

COST SAVINGS = GOOD BUSINESS SENSE
Incredible cost savings are achieved by stocking
only one ink series. In addition, production costs
are reduced by at least 25% because the operator
is spending less time on ink adjustment. The
user-friendly characteristics of InkFlexx
significantly reduce production print time in
comparison to the average pad printing ink. One
large international company with a significant
pad printing operation has reported savings of
over 50% in their production costs since they
began using InkFlexx. Their calculation of costsavings includes increased production output,
higher print quality, fewer defective prints and
the reduction of inventory costs.
In conclusion, there have been many advances
in the pad printing and promotional products
industry such as sealed ink cup pad printing
systems and new and enhanced engineered
plastics that have grabbed the headlines.
However, although everyone notices, very few
pay attention to the inks, (sounds a lot like car
tires).
For an Information package visit our website at
www.inkflexx.com
or you can contact us at by e-mail at
pentex@inkflexx.com
or telephone at (416) 438-3901
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT = WELL INFORMED,
CONFIDENT OPERATORS
Printers will always be faced with new and difficult
to print substrates. The InkFlexx technical staff offer
answers to any and all questions, whether over the
telephone, via email or fax. Technical guidelines are
available in brochure and information sheet formats
upon request.
COMPUTERIZED COLOR MATCHING SYSTEM
The computerized InkFlexx Color Matching
System utilises the standard InkFlexx colors to
duplicate colors of industry wide color
specifications including the Pantone® Color
Matching System. A CD is provided free of
charge to customers who purchase the full color
range for in-house color matching.

FIGURE 2 - INKFLEXX APPLICATION GUIDE

